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als and Dew ways, to cast them. We use
full ring risers and till. the molds fromlfle
bottom, The risers allow any dirt or
debris that might be in the mold to float
to' the top while tire excess steell feeds the
center of the casting as the piece cools.
We also use software toana1yze the way
steel will act within the mold. This is
similar to the finite element analysis we
apply to th.egears as well,"
Kalgoorlie, Australia is the site of
another of Falk's giant ring gears, this

_

time at the Fimeston Gold Mine. While
slightly smaller than the Esoond,ida ring
gear, the 40 ..;fool diameter ring gear man ..
ufactured for Fimeston show just how
quickly such iii gear can be transported
around the world.
"We usually ship by boat, but this was
a breakdown emergency job, ' explained
DaneckL''The
mine was experiencing
power failures due to extreme electrical,
storms. These power outages were dam.aging the gear they were already Llsing
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• R'o

because of the way the motors would

slun down when Ihepower failed. If I'ltek

min s.hut down because of a failed ring
gear, they were looking at 10 ses of nearIy $60.,000 per hour, 0 the in urance
company approved the air freight."
1bese huge ring gears are made in
quarters. cast from heavily alloyed
chromium-nickel-mclybdenum steel, normalized and then tempered. The pieces are
then finish ground to AGMA 12 toler..
ances with surface finishes between 63
and 100 RMF.. The gear sections have
bolting flanges set at the ameangle as the
belieal teesh, When the gear is put togethcr. these flangesare .Iocked into place wilh
steel. dowels and split locking pins, 'The
pinions are made from forged ingots in a
process that drives any defects inm th
center of the workpiece. The pi nion i then
rough CUI., cartrurized and fini bed.
While 43 ~eet may be the largest gear
Falk has made to date, there is an even
bigger one in 'lbe wow. "We're working
on developing a 6O-fool diameter gear for
a shale-oil drilling company in Canada."
said Danecki, "A lest operation down ill
Australia has been using a IS-foot gear to
work out the process, andnow the full
scale operation is being' tudied"
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For the maker of die cast metal and
injection-molded plastic gears, there isa
process that promises to cut costs and
production time for small- to mediumsized runs. Called spin-ca ting,. the
method is also useful for rapid prototyping as wen as the fast manufacturing of
replacement parts. "With plastic materials such as polyurethanes we can achieve
very high tolerance;"
said Sherif

Nasser, technical sales and training manager for Tekcast Industries. Inc. "With
metals, such as zinc aUoys or aluminu~which
is reaJl.y only su:itable
for rapid proto typing because of thetemperatures jlwolved-the
tolerancea are
slightly lower:"
According to Nasser, the process
begins with the model: or prototype of
the part you want to make. From this iii

HIGH SPEED DRY CUTTING for gears from 3 8'/
in diameter. Capable of AGMA Class 8 or above.
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According to Nasser, "With plastic we
can make any kind of gear you can think: of,
bevels, SJlIlr, helical. With zinc alloy • we

can do anything except helicals."
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